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Here''s the profile for my Naruto OC, Nozomi Kubota...I add things from time to time, but
yeah...long....descriptive....hope you like~ :3
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1 - Nozomi's Profile

Name: Nozomi Kubota

Translation: Nozomi= Hope/ Kubota= Sake (From what I've researched XD)

Gender: Female

Age: 12-13 (Part 1)/ 15-16 (Ship.)

Height: 5'5" / (not entirely sure but I know she's a little shorter than Naruto...so...yeah..)

Weight: 110 lbs (12/13 yrs.) / 125 lbs (15-16 yrs.)

Blood type: (undecided- HOW DO YOU FIGURE THESE THINGS OUT?!)

Rank: Genin (12-13 yrs. old) / Chuunin (15-16 yrs. old)

Hair color: Medium brown

Hair style: Straight but kinda flowy in areas, with a strands that fall in her face.

Eye color: Deep gold with a tint of yellow in the center

Birthday: May 21

Village: Originally a runaway from her clan, but ends up staying in the Village Hidden in the Leaves

Casual outfit (Genin): Nozomi's oufit consists of a green and black zip up dress with slits at the sides. It
comes to just a few inches above her knees. She doesn't like the way it fits her so loosely, so she holds
it on with a purple belt, which she wears at a slant on her waist. For this reason, people have commonly
mistaken her dress to be a trendy matching zip up top and skirt. Underneath her dress she wears a long
sleeved top and shorts made entirely of netting. On the arms are a pair of green flowing sleeves, which

are removable, but she usually has them on. She wears blue button on sandals.

Casual outfit (Chuunin- Shippuden): Her outfit doesn't change too much. Only now instead of a zip up
dress, she wears a green and black long flowy sleeved jacket and high slitted black and green mini skirt
with a long sleeved see through fishnet top and fish net shorts that come down to above her knees. Her

shoes are the same but are black rather than blue.

Personality: Nozomi often comes off as cold, rude and disrespectful. She doesn't seem to give a care
about anyone, and won't hesitate to pick a fight with anybody, especially if she thinks they were staring

at her because of how she looks. She has also proven herself to be cowardly, in that she runs from
many things, usually related to relationship matters. She is also lonely, sad and bitter, which you can tell



in her voice when she claims she doesn't need anybody. Deep down she wants friends, but she can't let
go of certain experiences from her past long enough to be able to let someone in. She's afraid of getting
hurt, so she has trouble opening up to new people. There are rare moments when she actually allows
people to get close to her and know her kind side, but as soon as she realizes it, Nozomi acts cold and

uncaring toward the person, usually resulting in them turning away from her. She can be very defensive,
as well as incredibly stubborn, and she doesn't like jokes, unless they aren't being played on her.

History: From the time Nozomi was born, she was hated, all because she possessed an inner demon.
Her parents died when she was very young (Her mother, Izumi died of pneumonia when Nozomi was 3,
and her father, Kazuki was murdered before her eyes by enemy shinobi when she was 7). With nobody

there to protect her, the village children began to do cruel things to Nozomi, and soon being tripped,
having her ears and tail pulled, or being beaten half to death became routine for the poor girl. By the
time she was 10, Nozomi had had enough, and she attempted to commit suicide. Try as she might,
however, she couldn't do it, no matter how bad her life had become. Shortly after, her not so secret

crush, Maekawa Suoh confronted her, and told her he loved her and hugged her. What the naive young
girl didn't know was that he was merely allowing her to be close to him so he could tie a bell onto her
neck. This noisy accessory's purpose was to keep her from ever being able to hide from her abusers

again. This way they could beat her even more. Nozomi learned the truth behind his intentions when he
suddenly shoved her to the ground and hurt her so badly she thought she may die right then and there.
The abuse got worse, thanks to the bell. After she turned 12 years old, Nozomi, deciding she couldn't

take it anymore, ran away, vowing never to return, and also promising never to trust another soul so long
as she lived. Anyone who crossed her path that dared to even look or point at her was unfortunate,

because she would beat the life out of them. She lived on what she could find in forests, or whatever
food she could steal from the villages she came upon. Soon, however, this wasn't enough to sustain her.

Her health began to slowly deteriorate, and it became hard for her to keep going. Eventually, she
collapsed outside of Konoha, where she eventually was discovered by Naruto, and taken to the hospital,
where she was forced to remain until her health returned to normal, and eventually talked into staying.

Current Info:

Fav/least fav color: Green and black / Red (it reminds her of the blood she saw her father shed before
death)

Fav/least fav food: Ramen and fish / Onigiri

Fav/least fav person: She really prefers to be alone but she does tolerate being around Naruto for
some reason even she can't understand / She absolutely cannot stand Kiba in particular, as he is a dog

lover, and she, being part cat HATES dogs

Favorite weapon(s): Her fangs and claws >3

Least fav weapon(s): Bomb kunai (she's had too many close calls with them xD)

Favorite jutsu: Ice Style: Ice Lightning Blade Jutsu!~ The attack strikes with ice and some electricity,
and is in the form of a blade, and attacks the enemy's heart, just as Nozomi's sharp words cause pain to

the hearts of those who care.



Least fav jutsu: Shadow Clone Jutsu (cause she sucks at making clones XD)

Ridiculous dislikes: Being in a crowd, having the spotlight on her, when people touch her ears or tail,
losing battles, feeling defenseless, people in general, hospitals

Crush: Naruto Uzumaki (good luck getting her to admit it xP)

Crushing on her: Naruto Uzumaki...and it SHOWS XD

Friends: Naruto, Sakura...and anybody else who she feels she can get close enough to trust

Enemies: She views everyone around her as an enemy until they prove otherwise

Abilities: Due to having a demon cat inside of her, Nozomi is gifted with lightning fast reflexes, and the
ability to hear things from far away, as well as to see perfectly in the dark. She also has great balance

most of the time.

Flaws: The fact that her demon is a cat makes Nozomi extremely easy to please. She'd never admit it
but she loves to be petted, and enough of the simple action puts her to sleep. She has a horrible temper
as well as lacking the ability to trust people, and it shows in both her actions and the tone of her voice.

Weapon(s): Kunai, her fangs and claws

Signature attack(s): She is known for attacking with her claws, but if provoked, will use her Ice
Lightning Blade Jutsu :3

Major weakness: Can't fight well if her temper is already flaring. Also, rain slows her movements and
exhausts her, making her a very easy to beat opponent. Pulling her tail hard enough can paralyze her for

the time being.

Chakra strength: 85% (Her chakra strength level is very high due to her inner demon's power)

Jutsu type: Ice mostly

Ninja standard: tai-35%; nin-81%; gen-0%; weapons/tools-30%; hand signs-45%
(That is just her strength average in all those things :3)

READ NO FARTHER UNLESS YOU WANT A BIG PART OF MY STORIES SPOILED FOR YOU!!
YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!!~



Secret no one would ever guess: As much as she says so, Nozomi doesn't really hate Naruto. It's
quite the opposite; she really truly cares deeply about him. She just pushes him away so he won't get his
heart broken when she carries out her clan's tradition in a few years. The tradition is that every Kubota

with an inner demon must die at the age of 15 years, 16 at most. This is because it is around these ages
that the one with the inner demon loses the ability to keep the demon in them contained, and they

become possessed by its power, resulting in them killing anyone they come across, be it friend or foe.
For this reason, Nozomi has kept her heart sealed away, already accepting her fate; she know Naruto

would NOT, which is why she tries to keep him from getting too close to her.
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